Abstract. Advanced Astronomy for Heliophysics Plus (ADAHELI+) is a project concept for a small solar and space weather mission with a budget compatible with an European Space Agency (ESA) S-class mission, including launch, and a fast development cycle. ADAHELI+ was submitted to the European Space Agency by a European-wide consortium of solar physics research institutes in response to the "Call for a small mission opportunity for a launch in 2017," of March 9, 2012. The ADAHELI+ project builds on the heritage of the former ADAHELI mission, which had successfully completed its phase-A study under the Italian Space Agency 2007 Small Mission Programme, thus proving the soundness and feasibility of its innovative low-budget design. ADAHELI+ is a solar space mission with two main instruments: ISODY+: an imager, based on Fabry-Pérot interferometers, whose design is optimized to the acquisition of highest cadence, long-duration, multiline spectropolarimetric images in the visible/near-infrared region of the solar spectrum. XSPO: an x-ray polarimeter for solar flares in x-rays with energies in the 15 to 35 keV range. ADAHELI+ is capable of performing observations that cannot be addressed by other currently planned solar space missions, due to their limited telemetry, or by ground-based facilities, due to the problematic effect of the terrestrial atmosphere. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
Introduction
The understanding of solar magnetic field generation and evolution is one of the most outstanding problems in solar and stellar physics.
The solar magnetic field is continuously generated and destroyed on timescales ranging from fractions of a second to years, and fills the heliosphere, a volume of space that extends to at least 10 × 10 9 km from the Sun. Also, the solar magnetic field drives solar activity on all timescales from second to centuries, abruptly enhancing the emission of particles and x-ray from our star, but also leading to gradual long-term changes in its radiative output. Consequently, these processes dictate space weather, and how the solar plasma, radiation, and magnetic field interact with planetary environments; changes in the magnetic field drive solar activity and eventually define the space weather conditions. Solar activity forecasting is therefore a major issue of ESA Space Situational Awareness activities for the security of space assets. In addition, an investigation of the structure and dynamics of the magnetic field in the photosphere and in the chromosphere are fundamental to solve the mystery of the Sun's superhot corona or resolving fundamental problems in solar physics, such as the origin and acceleration of the fast solar wind.
Advanced Astronomy for Heliophysics Plus (ADAHELI+) is the first and only solar space mission specifically designed to provide: (i) multiline spectropolarimetric imaging at high cadence (5 fps) and exceptionally long-duration observations of target regions in the photosphere and chromosphere; (ii) x-ray polarimetry of solar flares in the 15-to 35-keV energy. ADAHELI+ is capable of performing observations that cannot be addressed by other currently planned solar space missions, due to their limited telemetry, or by ground-based facilities, due to the problematic effect of the terrestrial atmosphere.
ADAHELI+ is a solar space mission with two main instruments:
• ISODY+: an imager whose design is optimized to the acquisition of the highest cadence, long-duration, multiline spectropolarimetric images in the visible/near-infrared (VIS-NIR) region of the solar spectrum.
• XSPO: an x-ray polarimeter which will, for the first time, perform polarimetry of solar flares in x-rays (15 to 35 keV).
ADAHELI+ builds on the heritage of the ADAHELI mission [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and the expertise of its industrial team with building and operating a small satellite mission. ADAHELI successfully completed its phase-A study under the Italian Space Agency (ASI) 2007 Small Mission Programme, proving the feasibility of its innovative low-budget design. ADAHELI+ was one of the 26 proposals submitted to the European Space Agency in response to the call for a small mission ESA D/SRE/FF/og-28226 issued on March 9, 2012, but was not selected.
Key Technologies and Design Solutions
ADAHELI+ has been designed to match the requirements of its high-performance VIS-NIR telescope, a diffraction-limited 500-mm Gregorian solar telescope of 0.25 arc sec angular resolution (corresponding to 175 km on the Sun), capable of acquiring a quasisimultaneous series of fully two-dimensional (2-D) spectral images of the solar lower atmosphere at a rate of up to 5 frames∕s, to reconstruct the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of the Sun's magnetic fields.
A number of innovative solutions have been devised in order to meet the requirements within the limits of a small mission. The fast imaging and spectral scanning capability is made possible by the use of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI), flying for the first time in this class of satellites.
FPIs have a much higher transmittance (by a factor 30) with respect to long slit spectrograph of the same spectral resolution. 7 FPI-based instruments are capable of acquiring a 2-D image at high spectral resolving power (better than 200,000, and have a very fast wavelength tuning, of the order of tens of milliseconds, resulting in the possibility of building stacks of 2-D tomographic images. FPIs have been selected, for their high performances, to be used in future large missions such as the James Webb Space Telescope, BepiColombo, and Solar Orbiter. [8] [9] [10] A wide operational spectral range is achieved due to the capacitance-stabilized piezoelectric control of the FPI 11 (which is, in that case, often referred to as CSE-FPI: capacitance-stabilized etalon-FPI) and suitable cameras.
A great effort has been dedicated to redesign the ISODY+ layout, with respect to that of its precursor ISODY, 3, 4 to adopt an all-reflective design, minimizing both aberrations and mechanical complexity.
The high resolution of the telescope needs high-precision tracking of the region of interest (ROI), to less than 0.1 arc sec during the acquisition. This is achieved by the combined action of the satellite attitude and orbit control system (AOCS) and the correlation tracker (CRT) correction system in ISODY+.
For the thermal control of the VIS-NIR telescope, particular attention has been given to ensure a drastic reduction of the heat power reflected from the primary mirror. A dedicated heat rejecter has therefore been designed.
X-ray solar polarimeter (XSPO) exploits the capability of the gas pixel detector (GPD) 12, 13 to reconstruct the emission direction of the photons absorbed via photoelectric effect in gas to derive the polarization of detected radiation. Also, a Peltier cooler takes care of keeping the GPD operative temperature in the required [5 to 20°C] range, with optimal working temperature of 10°C and a stability of AE2 o C.
A compact design has been adopted with the payload and the platform integrated in the same structure. All the internal units are then accommodated around the main telescope.
In order to address the launch costs, the overall satellite envelope has been designed to be compatible with a dual launch through the ESA small launcher VEGA.
The ground segment has been designed to cost and makes use of the ASI Acquisition Station and Satellite Control Center in Matera and Fucino (Italy), respectively. These stations are located at midlatitudes and the visibility time of the ground stations to the satellite is about 50 min ∕day. However, the constraints in attitude pointing during observations, imposed by the telescope, and the intrinsically limited coverage of an X-band antenna, reduce the available time for data download to 25 min ∕day. This requires a high data rate in downlink, of at least 150 Mbps, achieved by a special development of the X-band antenna.
Science operations are managed by science personnel for long-term payload operations planning, quick-look analysis, processing, data distribution, and quality assessment.
Processing and archiving infrastructures are hosted and managed through the ASI Scientific Data Center.
Science Goals
Understanding our own star is one of the major scientific challenges recognized by all space programs, see, e.g., NASA's Living with a Star Program and ESA's Cosmic Vision 2015 to 2025. ADAHELI+ is designed to specifically target a set of fundamental questions in heliophysics:
• What determines the Sun's superhot corona?
-How does the magnetic field couple the solar atmosphere from the photosphere to the high chromosphere? -What is the role of waves in the Sun's corona?
• How is the magnetic field generated and destroyed on timescales ranging from fractions of a second to years?
-What is the nature of the coupling of magnetic field and photospheric plasma, in particular, in the polar regions?
• What is the nature of the polarization of hard x-ray (HXR) sources in the solar atmosphere?
-How is the fast solar wind generated and accelerated?
Heating the Corona: Chromospheric Fields and Dynamics

Chromosphere fast dynamics
The chromosphere is the "interface layer" between the photospheric plasma dominated by turbulent convective motions, and the tenuous corona where most of the structure is determined by the magnetic field. This atmospheric region still presents crucial observational and theoretical challenges. In the chromosphere, compressible waves excited at the photospheric roots of the granular convection, or through p-mode conversion, steepen and form shocks, accounting for large dynamical excursions and very short timescales, of a few minutes at most, [14] [15] [16] requiring a fully time-dependent analysis. Understanding the mechanisms that sustain the chromosphere departure from radiative equilibrium will pave the way to understanding the formation of the super-hot corona and the origin of the solar wind. ADAHELI+ provides high-rate, long-duration observations to cover a large interval in the VIS-NIR range. Table 1 reports the observational requirements related to the study of the dynamics of the chromosphere.
Waves and heating of the solar upper atmosphere
The temperature at the top of the Sun's chromosphere (∼10;000 K) is higher than at the bottom (∼4300 K). Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain this rise in temperature, from the dissipation of upward-propagating waves, 17 to resistive dissipation of fine-scale electric currents, 18 to magnetic field reconnection. 19 These waves, usually considered evanescent in a nonmagnetic atmosphere, propagate through so-called magnetoacoustic portals that are generated where the magnetic field is significantly inclined. Such conditions are ubiquitous on the Sun, both in active regions (ARs) and at the boundaries of convection cells. 20 In addition to these, magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) waves in magnetic structures can also significantly participate in the energy budget of the upper layers of the Sun's atmosphere. In particular, small-scale magnetic elements cover a significant fraction of the solar photosphere 21, 22 and harbor different kinds of waves that connect different layers of the solar atmosphere, eventually depositing a significant amount of energy in the upper chromosphere (see, e.g., Refs. 23 and 24 for a complete treatment of the topic). Among the many different kinds of MHD waves that small flux tubes can support (compressive and noncompressive), kink waves are probably the most promising due to their ability to travel long distances before being dissipated. 15, 16, 25, 26 Very recently, observations have revealed the propagation of kink waves in small magnetic elements to the solar chromosphere, with velocity of the order of 6 km∕s. 27 However, although these authors have shown that this propagation is highly nonlinear, and thus subject to dissipation, no signature of energy losses was found between the photosphere and the chromosphere. For these reasons, a new fundamental question arises as to which are the main mechanisms responsible for the dissipation of the energy contained in MHD waves and operating at different heights of the solar atmosphere. To this regard, multiheight high spatial resolution spectropolarimetric observations are needed to study in detail the propagation mechanisms of different kinds of MHD waves and to assess the main dissipation mechanisms involved. as reconnection proceeds, the lower reconnected loops submerge below the solar surface, while the upper ones move upward and carry photospheric plasma with them. Presently, chromospheric jet-like events such as spicules/mottles (in the quiet Sun) 28, 29 and fibrils (in ARs) 30 are investigated both through the latest generation of ground-based instruments, 31, 32 together with the space-based observatories Hinode and Solar Dynamics Observatory. 33, 34 Hinode observations of high-velocity spicules have recently revived the discussion on the contribution of these phenomena to coronal heating and solar wind generation. 32, 34 However, the short observation times typically allocated to this type of observations on space observatories, due to the shared telemetry among different instruments, and the intrinsic limitations of ground-based observations, hamper further advances on this subject. Experimental confirmation of magnetic reconnection models requires high cadence observations of photospheric and chromospheric lines searching for cancelation of magnetic flux and plasma motions along the line of sight. Uninterrupted space observations with long-time surveys of coronal holes in equatorial and polar regions, available through a dedicated mission such as ADAHELI+, will advance our understanding of where and how the fast solar wind is generated and accelerated. 35 Table 3 reports the observational requirements associated with the analysis of chromospheric features.
Magnetic flux emergence and quiet Sun magnetism
Magnetic flux emergence is a complex process involving a wide range of time and spatial scales: from the large ARs present during solar maxima (with flux content up to 10 23 Mx) that host the most violent phenomena associated with energy release (flares, eruptive prominences, CMEs), to small bipolar flux concentrations (ephemeral regions and granular bipoles, with fluxes from 10 16 to 10 19 Mx), which populate the quiet Sun at all times during the solar cycle. Recent observations of the solar magnetic surface with space-and ground-based instruments have shown how the quiet Sun magnetic fields can no longer be regarded as sheets of unipolar magnetic flux stretching along the boundaries of large convection cells (i.e., supergranules). Ubiquitous transverse magnetic fields (see, e.g., Refs. 36-38) and fine intranetwork mixed polarity fields (see, e.g., Refs. 39 and 40) have been discovered using Hinode instruments. 41 Moreover, the launch of the IMaX spectropolarimeter 42 on-board the Sunrise balloonborne solar observatory, 43, 44 allowed the resolution of individual kilo-Gauss fluxes 45 and the exploration of vortex flow motions. 46 This new information suggests that the quiet Sun magnetic fields are not magnetic debris from decaying ARs but have rather to be generated through some other small-scale mechanisms. 47 Large fields of view [(FOV) supergranular scale], time-extended observations (>24 h), high spatial resolution, and fast time cadence are needed to investigate long-lived structures and see how the intermittent magnetic field appears and disappears. Table 4 reports the observational requirements set by the investigation of quiet Sun magnetism.
Solar Flares
X-ray polarimetry of solar flares
Due to energetic events such as solar flares, the Sun is an astrophysical source with an intense emission of x-rays. Their characterization will advance our understanding of the dynamics of the magnetic fields in the ARs of our star. Magnetic reconnection is the cause of the sudden release of energy in flares and it is responsible for the acceleration of particles, [48] [49] [50] including the downward beaming and the upward solar wind. The nonthermal HXR emission, dominating at energies ≥15 keV, is generated by electrons slowing-down in the plasma of the solar atmosphere. Particles radiate via bremsstrahlung and heat the ambient plasma. This emission component is expected to be highly polarized, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] with a polarization degree as high as 40% at 20 keV. 57 Polarization measurements are directly correlated to the study of the particles' acceleration directivity and therefore to the understanding of the plasma environment. There have been recent attempts to measure the x-ray polarization with the RHESSI satellite and with the Thomson-scattering polarimeter SPR-N on board of the CORONAS-F satellite. [58] [59] [60] Both instruments had a small effective area for polarization measurements and were also heavily affected by the background. Furthermore, the RHESSI spectrometer (not specifically designed to operate as a polarimeter 61 ) has a high energy threshold for polarimetric measurements (100 keV), thus encountering the problem of the fast decrease of the x-ray flare flux. Neither instruments, therefore, reached the sensitivity needed to achieve significant results. Future missions, e.g., solar orbiter, will not address xray polarimetry among their science topics. The photoelectric polarimeter XSPO on board ADAHELI+ is a unique opportunity to complement all the other efforts for the understanding of solar flares. This instrument will perform sensitive x-ray polarimetry in the 15-to 35-keV energy band, in a spectral region where the highly polarized HXR emission starts to overwhelm the SXR component. Additional science topics related to fundamental physics can be addressed with the XSPO: a long-term accumulation of angular resolved data is suitable to reveal the presence of an x-ray-emitting region from the solar disc center, produced by the interaction of axions particles with local magnetic field and also the ARs may prove a good probe for searching for the axionic xrays. 62, 63 Table 5 reports the observational requirements set by the investigation of X-ray polarimetry of solar flares.
Observation Goals and Strategy
VIS-NIR Polarimetry for Chromospheric and Photospheric Diagnostic
The best diagnostics for chromospheric polarimetry lie in the NIR range. Science mission goals, as set in Sec. 3, will be achieved through observations of quasisimultaneous chromospheric (CaII 854.2 nm or HeI triplet 1083 nm) lines, producing maps of intensity, full magnetic vector, and Doppler velocity. Both lines are sensitive to Hanle and Zeeman effects, making them unique diagnostic tools for chromospheric magnetic fields covering a wide range of strengths. While the detailed physics of formation is complicated by many factors, spectral line inversion codes to analyze the emergent spectral line radiation in a variety of physical scenarios do exist and are becoming available to the scientific community (see, e.g., Refs. 64-67). In particular, observations and theory show that the HeI triplet is better suited for ARs studies, while the caII line is to be employed for quieter conditions, and for cross-calibration with ground-based instrumentation. Moreover, a photospheric, magnetically sensitive line (SiI 1082.7 nm), is available in the immediate spectral surroundings of the He triplet: this is crucial in order to obtain quasisimultaneous maps of photospheric magnetic fields that will aid the interpretation of the polarimetric data in the chromosphere and the extrapolation to higher atmospheric levels. Finally, the much used and relatively well-known FeI 617.3 nm line can be used for photospheric diagnostic purposes (e.g., magnetic field, temperature, and line of sight velocity) as well as for cross-calibration with ground-based instrumentation. Similarly to ADAHELI+, Hinode "was designed to address the fundamental question of how magnetic fields interact with the ionized atmosphere" 68 and is the modern touchstone for high-resolution solar observation from space. The Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) onboard the spacecraft is designed to perform high-accuracy polarization measures and the design of ISODY+ builds on the lessons learnt from SOT-Narrowband Filter Instrument (NFI), trying to avoid the problems at launch encountered by its Lyot filters. On top of that, ISODY+ follows the same extremely successful observatory style mission as Hinode, with the aim to continue the high-resolution observation of the vector magnetic field in the solar atmosphere.
ADAHELI+ also shares some scientific goals with the interface region imaging spectrograph (IRIS) mission. 69 In particular, both missions want to investigate the mechanism of the coronal heating, through the analysis of MHD waves propagation and studying the dynamics of the chromosphere and the nonthermal processes that heat the solar atmosphere. 70 Although based on a different approach (FPI versus long-slit spectrography), ISODY+ and the IRIS far-UV and near-UV instruments have comparable performances. IRIS has an FOV slightly wider (175 arc sec 69 ), same spatial resolution, and a similar temporal resolution compared to the spectroscopic mode of ISODY. Nevertheless, ADAHELI+ can do spectropolarimetry and has a spectral resolving power ∼3 times higher than IRIS. IRIS is devoted to explore the higher layers of the solar atmosphere, with four diagnostic lines from the photosphere to the transition region and has possibility to explore the hottest layers of the corona with a lower time resolution, while ADAHELI+ is more performing in the photospheric and chromospheric regions.
Observation Strategy
Science requirements demand quasisimultaneous measures of chromospheric (CaII 854.2 nm or HeI triplet 1083 nm) and photospheric (FeI 617.3 nm or SiI 1082.7 nm) intensity, magnetic field components, and Doppler velocity to generate:
• line-of-sight Doppler velocity 3-D maps,
• high cadence phase maps of propagating waves and plasma jets,
• Full-Stokes spectropolarimetric data-cubes, and
• long-period spectroscopic observations.
The duration of the observations will exceed 4 h each day of operations, with the capability of performing a 24 h acquisition every month. Four standard observation modes have been devised to produce the previously mentioned data-products: Figure 1 shows the sampling strategy for Fe 617.3 nm and Ca 854.2 nm lines for the standard spectropolarimetric mode. The estimate of the double FPI passband is based on the IBIS [72] [73] [74] passband shape. In the case of an acquisition rate of 5 fps, 100 ms of integration time and 1.5 s to change from a spectral region to the other, the spectral scans of 2 lines will take: (a) 4 s, The dashed line is the observed solar disk-center Fourier transform spectrometer spectrum. 71 The solid line is the measured solar spectrum considering ISODY+ passband and a 1% of stray light contribution. The crosses mark the expected measures by the standard spectropolarimetric mode. ISODY+ passband (dotted line) has been estimated from the IBIS 72 passband shape.
Line Sampling Strategy
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This integration time allows a spectropolarimetric accuracy of 10 2 . Polarimetric accuracy of 10 3 or 10 4 can be traded with temporal resolution extending accordingly the integration time. Table 7 summarizes ISODY+ observation parameters.
5 ADAHELI+ Payload
ISODY+: the VIS-NIR Telescope
Interferometer for Solar Dynamics Plus (ISODY+) is a Gregorian telescope interfaced with three main instruments: a narrowband spectropolarimeter, based on FPIs, a broadband imager for high spatial resolution, and a CRT used as an image stabilization system.
Gregorian Telescope
The telescope relies on a classic Gregorian 2 mirrors layout (see • The CU images at infinity the telescope focal plane and reduces the pupil diameter to 30 mm. The exit pupil diameter is a good compromise between the clear aperture of the FPIs and the incidence angle on them. The collimator is a spherical mirror (SM in Fig. 3 ) positioned off-axis.
• The polarization modulation unit (Fig. 3) is located after SM in parallel beam, and the sensitivity to polarization introduced by SM has been evaluated. The difference of reflectivity between P and S polarizations is 2 × 10 −4 at maximum.
• The tip tilt mirror (TTM) is operated by piezoactuators driven by the CRT and it allows us to recover pointing errors caused by vibrations and thermal distortions of the structure. Table 6 reports the main characteristics of the telescope. The telescope effective focal length has been chosen as a trade-off between the overall volume, the relief of the instrumental box, and the accommodation inside of focal plane suite.
Focal plane instruments
The focal plane suite consists of a correlation tracker channel (CRTC), the broadband channel (BBC), and the narrowband channel (NBC). The three channels are arranged in order to optimize the space inside the instrumental box (600 × 600 × 300 mm 3 ), located behind the telescope. The channels have been developed taking advantage of a 3-D disposition (see Fig. 3 ). After the TTM, a suitable dichroic mirror splits the NBC from the BBC. The NBC is able to discriminate very narrow wavebands (3.8 pm AE 0.5 pm at 810 nm) and retrieve information on the polarization state of the selected photospheric and chromospheric VIS-NIR lines. This is accomplished by using 2 tunable CSE-FPI and a filter wheel (not shown in Fig. 3 ). The FPIs combine high-spectral resolution with short exposure times and a large FOV, as well as the ability to work in polarized light. After the FPIs, the first corrector plate (CP1) reflects the beam toward the second one (CP2). The aspherical mirror (CM) focuses on CMOS1 the beam after the folding mirror (FM2).
In the BBC, the mirror (FM1) folds the beam toward 2 corrector plates (CP1 and CP2, same as in NBC). Then a beam splitter (BS) divides the incoming light between the proper BBC and the CRTC. The BBC is focused by an aspherical mirror (CM) and a folding mirror (arranged as for the NBC) on CMOS2, with a filter wheel located between BS and CM.
The CRTC is a specular copy of the BBC, with a single interference filter in the place of the filter wheel, whose image is focused on CMOS3.
The main parameters of ISODY+ are summarized in Table 8 . Further details on the BBC and the CTCR are given in Refs. 2 and 75. Fig. 2 Optical layout of the 50-cm Gregory telescope of ISODY+. M1, main mirror; M2, secondary mirror; FM1, folding mirror; SM1, first spherical collimating mirror; CP1, first correcting plate; CP2, second correcting plate; and SM2, aspherical mirror. Overall instrument length is 1580 mm.
XSPO: the X-Ray Instrument
Gas pixel detector
The GPD is a gas-filled detector devoted to study the polarization of x-ray radiation, 12, 13 and it was developed by the Pisa INFN section in collaboration with the INAF-Institute for Space Astrophysics and Planetology. It exploits the dependence of the photoelectric cross section to the polarization of photons to perform the polarimetric measurement. For each x-ray photon absorbed in the gas cell, a photoelectron is emitted with higher probability along the photon polarization direction. The ionization track is drifted and amplified by the gas electron multiplier and eventually collected on a fine subdivided pixel plane (50 μm of pitch). The detector has an active area of 1.5 × 1.5 cm 2 and has self-trigger capability that allows for downloading the collected charge only from the small pixel region interested by a track. In Fig. 4 a photoelectron track imaged by the GPD is shown. The analysis of the statistical momenta of the charge distribution allows for calculating the position, projected on the pixel plane, of the absorption point (opposite to the Bragg peak at the end of the track, where a photoelectron loses the largest fraction of its energy) and of the emission direction. In more detail, the image of the track, obtained by means of charge collection of each nonzero pixel of the ASIC subframe, allows for determining the impact point and the emission direction, which is correlated to the polarization of the incoming beam. First, it is calculated the barycenter and the angle that Fig. 4 Example of a photoelectron track produced by the absorption of a photon at 22 keV acquired with the GPD filled with an Ar (70%)-DME (30%) gas mixture at the pressure of 2 bar. The upper black cross is the barycenter of the charge distribution and the black solid line is the main axis of the track. The lower red cross is the absorption point and the red dashed line is the emission direction of the photoelectron.
maximizes the second moment with respect to the barycenter (main axis) using all the nonzero pixels. Second, using the sign of the third moment, it is identified which part of the track contains the absorption point which has less charge density with respect to the Bragg peak (end of the track). At this point, the algorithm identifies a region in the initial part of the track using the second moment as a weight, and it evaluates again the barycenter of this part (impact point) and the angle that maximizes the second moment with respect to impact point. This is the retrieved emission direction and its distribution in angle (modulation curve) is related to the polarization of the photon beam, 13, 76 which is measured by a cos 2 fit to the modulation curve. In the example reported in Fig. 4 , the black cross and the continuous black line are the barycenter of the distribution of the charges generated in the GPD by a 22 keV and the main axis of the track, respectively. This information is used to compute the absorption point of the electron on the GPD (marked by a red cross) and the corresponding photoelectron emission direction (drawn as a dashed red line).
The GPD is, therefore, an instrument capable of performing polarimetric measurements, while acquiring the image of the source, and it has also a moderate spectroscopic capability with an energy resolution of about 20% at 5.9 keV.
The Ar-based gas mixture considered for the ADAHELI+ mission [Ar (60%)-DME (40%) at 3 bar] is suitable to measure the xray polarization in the 6-to 35-keV energy range. 77, 78 To allow a high quantum efficiency, the absorption gap is 3-cm thick. 79 
XSPO detector array
XSPO comprises of four photoelectric polarimeters based on the GPD technology. One of them is coupled with a tungsten-coded mask aperture (CMA) needed to localize solar flares on the solar disc with an angular resolution of about 1′. The CMA has a 70 0 × 70 0 fully coded FOV (the solar diameter is about 30′). This detector/mask configuration allows exploiting the GPD imaging capability to localize flares onto the solar disc, but having a minimal impact on the mission profile. The other three GPD units are coupled with simple field angular delimiters (FADs). The solar x-ray flux at energies less than 15 keV is too high for the detector functionality and, moreover, the polarization is expected to be very marginal, therefore a fix multilayer gray filter (as a baseline, 5 μm copper foil þ 200 μm titanium þ 200 μm aluminum) is foreseen in front of each detector beryllium window to remove low-energy photons which otherwise would completely overwhelm the HXR component. Therefore, the polarimeter configuration chosen is effective in the 15-to 35-keV energy band. XSPO allows reaching a minimum detectable polarization 80, 81 of 1% for an X5.1 class flare and 5% for an M5.2 class flare. (Spectral data are taken from Ref. 82 by summing the flux from two footpoints since the polarimeter configuration used is not able to separate spatially their emission.) 83 During 2 years of mission operation (from 2017 to 2018) about 20 flares are expected to be observed between the X10 and M5 classes, even if the observations will be performed during the decreasing phase of the solar cycle.
The main parameters of XSPO are summarized in Table 8 .
Technology Readiness, Heritage, and Development Model
ADAHELI+ is based on the heritage of the ADAHELI project, whose phase-A study, awarded in late 2007, had run for 1 year under a 700,000 Euros contract on the ASI Small Missions Program budget. ADAHELI+ benefits from this heritage in terms of satellite subsystems and components, and also from the overall experience and expertise gained by the prime contractor CGS/OHB experience on the successful small mission ASI/AGILE (launched in 2007), in terms of development model, design-to-cost, and a model of team integration between industry and research centers, which proved extremely effective and cost-efficient. After the successful completion of ADAHELI phase-A, the B/C/D phase proposal from industry, universities, and research centers had been submitted to ASI with an overall mission costs of about 50 million Euros. The figures presented hereafter are based on that proposal, taking into account the enhancements and changes proposed for ADAHELI+. All involved technologies have TRL (The TRL standard we refer to in this paper is that employed by ESA at the time of the proposal. The ESA TRL was later revised to conform to the new ISO TRL. For further information refer to Refs. 84 and 85.) higher than 5. Further experience has been gained through the ESA/ARMES activity, an ESA/Startiger program, addressing the fine actuation of the mirrors that will be used for the image stabilization system. The ISODY+ telescope main structure, designed by SRS Engineering Design, Rome, is composed of 2 hexapods supporting the top ring (with M2 and the heat rejector) and the mirror cell (with M1). The structure candidate material is carbon fiberreinforced plastic (CFRP), a solution similar to the similarly sized HINODE SOT.
Candidate materials for ISODY+ main mirrors (M1 and M2) are Zerodur or ultralow expansion (ULE) glass. Several configurations have been analyzed in order to find a baseline for the focal plane instruments layout. The selected configuration for the focal plane suite, described previously, is made of reflective elements only: all the objectives located inside the focal plane suite and the collimating unit are conceived as off-axis 2-mirror telescopes. The small off-axis of the collimating unit introduces negligible polarization, but avoids any vignetting problem caused by the obstruction. A great advantage is the complete independence of the optical system from the wavelength. Each channel (CRTC, BBC, NBC) uses the same optical components as the others: This is very advantageous in terms of cost and accommodation.
The total mass of a CSE-FPI in ISODY+ would be 4.76 kg, including the electronics. The power consumption would be <5 W. While the FPI has been fully environmentally tested for space application, its CSE controller has not been tested yet. It is envisaged to take a terrestrial CSE controller and modify the design to utilize space qualified components and to qualify the CSE controller for space. This information is retrieved from an assessment produced by Lidar Technologies Ltd.
The candidate sensors for the NBC and BBC channels are based on the HAWAII-2RG. The HAWAII-2RG still represents the most advanced imaging sensor technologies for NIR and visible astronomy. Since its introduction, the HAWAII-2RG has been selected for a large number of space-and ground-based instruments, including the James Webb Space Telescope.
The GPD in XSPO derives from the unit developed for the XPOL polarimeter on board the IXO mission, which has been tested in relevant environments (vibrations, thermo-vacuum, and heavy ions) and it is certified as TRL5 by ESA for on board the IXO mission (IXO-XPOL-MD-006-01, June 28, 2010, IXO-XPOL Instrument Assessment Reports). The change of parameters such as the gas mixture, the pressure condition, and the gas absorption depth (for increasing the quantum efficiency at higher energy for solar observations) does not impact on the technology readiness of the instrument. The new prototype with the Ar (60%)-DME (40%) will soon be available for testing. Electronic devices are quoted as TRL6/7 for the XPOL polarimeter on board of IXO (IXO-XPOL-MD-006-01, June 28, 2010, IXO-XPOL Instrument Assessment Reports) since they are based on off-the-shelf equipment. The CMA and the FAD benefit from the heritage of the SuperAGILE experiment, flying on board the ASI/AGILE satellite. It is equipped with a 1-D CMA operating in the energy band 18 to 60 keV 86 and with a carbon fiber/tungsten field delimiter developed by INAFInstitute for Space Astrophysics and Planetology. Since the GPD is a 2-D pixel detector a 2-D mask pattern needs to be produced for the ADAHELI+ photoelectric polarimeter. In Tables 9-11 , a summary of the technology readiness level of the ADAHELI+ platform and payload is reported. The platform makes widespread use of commercial off-the-shelf equipment and, for the elements that require mission dependent customization, only consolidated technologies are considered, therefore the TRL applicable to the platform elements is 9. The development plan and model philosophy are typical of a small mission, with limitations in time and costs, in particular: a protoflight model approach, with engineering models of the critical parts, and early breadboarding of the novel technologies.
Mission Profile
Trade-off studies performed over Sun-synchronous circular and elliptical orbits and high elliptical orbits, resulted in the selection of a dawn-dusk, Sun-synchronous, circular orbit at an altitude of 800 km. This orbit allows for continuous sunward pointing and limited eclipses, thus allowing long observing campaigns, while still keeping Doppler shift requirements, set by the tunable interferometers, within its limits. As a solar observatory, ADAHELI+ typical observations last 24 h, with continuous data acquisition from ISODY+. Data acquisition is switched to the XSPO instrument only during flare events.
The selected orbit 87 allows for 10 months per year of eclipsefree observations. For the remaining 2 months, the duration of the umbra phase has a peak of about 17 min. Doppler shift is always lower than 4 km∕s, and, for over 50% of the time, below 2 km∕s. Nominal mission lifetime is 2 years, although spacecraft resources will allow a 1-year extension. In order to minimize the impact of launch costs on the available budget, 2 possible launch options have been considered, matching mass, volume, and cost constraints:
• Shared VEGA launch configuration; as primary payload.
• Single or shared launch configuration with a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) launcher.
Both launchers are capable of reaching the selected orbit with wide margins in term of mass and their fairing makes possible a lower-cost, shared-launch configuration. Figure 5 shows 2 possible shared-launch accommodations for the ADAHELI+ spacecraft.
Operations Concept
ADAHELI+ is a solar observatory for long-duration, high cadence, continuous observations. During data acquisition, the spacecraft operates autonomously without need of intervention from the ground. Several consecutive observation sessions may be stored on the on-board scheduler, allowing a few days of autonomous operations of the space segment. Downloads of payload data are managed through a contact table, containing the ground station visibility periods. These are calculated by the flight dynamic center, based on the satellite attitude defined for the current observation session and are uploaded on board periodically. A similar concept is also applied to the management of the contact with the control station, where the link with the spacecraft is available with any attitude. Observation parameters, such as start time, duration, satellite attitude, etc., are managed through the planning facility on the ground, and are uploaded through a dedicated scheduler. The ground stations are located in the same geographical region. This allows the activities related to spacecraft monitoring and control, and the download of the payload data, to be performed simultaneously. We note that data acquisition may proceed without interruptions during the contacts with the ground stations.
Spacecraft Subsystems
The payload and the platform are integrated in the same structure: all the internal units are accommodated around the main telescope of the ISODY+ instrument (see Fig. 6 ).
Attitude Control and Pointing Requirements
The requirements on the AOCS to keep the pointing during the telescope's nominal operations are exceptionally stringent for such a class of satellite. In order for the target ROI to fall within the FOV of the high-resolution telescope, the initial accuracy in pointing needs to be a fraction of the FOV that amounts to less than 50 arc sec. The precision in tracking the ROI, then, must be significantly higher, i.e., <0.1 arc sec for the whole duration of the acquisition, in order to meet the required high quality of the image series. Four reaction wheels and a set of three star trackers together with additional sensors (magnetometers and coarse Sun-sensors) and actuators (magnetic torquers) provide a stabilization device within the payload that ensures the required pointing accuracy of 48 arc sec and a pointing knowledge of 25 arc sec. The magnetic torquers also provide the capability to desaturate the wheels and guarantee the survival of the satellite in contingency. The fine tracking of the ROI during acquisition is then implemented through ISODY+ CTCR and TTM (see Sec. 5.1).
Orbit Control
Orbit control is provided by a hydrazine monopropellant system in order to ensure the maintenance of the target orbit parameters and to perform the deorbiting at the end of the mission. During Nominal Mission, ADAHELI+ Sun-synchronous orbit will enable the telescopes to constantly point the Sun (except during maneuvers, eclipses, or contingencies). The satellite radial velocity in the sunward direction will not exceed AE4 km∕s, during 95% of the Earth orbit around the Sun, thus simplifying the observation schedule upload.
Platform
The platform architecture is designed to be fully redundant, while the payload uses a modular approach to ensure that a failure of one element causes only a degradation of the overall performances, not the loss of the whole mission. The ADAHELI+ platform uses the platform built by CGS for the ASI/AGILE mission and benefits from the improvements developed for the ASI/PRISMA mission. Communication to the ground is ensured by an S-band transceiver composed of a network of 2 hemispheric antennas. This ensures a link to the ground station with any satellite attitude. Power is generated via a deployable solar array (with a total surface of about 3 m 2 ), and stored using Li-ion rechargeable batteries. The thermal control is passive and is based on dissipation of the internal power through dedicated radiators. In ISODY+, particular care is given to the Sun light entering the telescope and falling on the primary mirror; a dedicated heat rejecter assembly is needed to ensure a drastic reduction of the light heat power reflected from the primary mirror. Spacecraft mass is 510 kg, split between platform (280 kg) and payload (230 kg). Power budget is 450 W.
Data Downlink
The ADAHELI+ ground segment will comprise of 2 main centers located in Italy: satellite monitoring and control will be orchestrated at Fucino Station (S-band), while payload data acquisition will be taken care of at Matera Station (X-band). The geographical proximity of the 2 ground stations provides almost simultaneous visibility. Considering the selected orbit, the daily visibility is about 50 min, divided in 2 groups of 2 or 3 consecutive passages occurring in early morning and late afternoon (local time). However, the attitude constraints during observations, together with the limited coverage of the highperformance X-band antenna, reduce the available contact time to the ground station for data download. The selected orbit, which has been also designed to maximize the visibility, guarantees a visibility time for payload data download of at least 25 min ∕day.
The total amount of data generated by the payload is 22 GBytes∕day. In order to download the data acquired in 1 day, a data rate in downlink of at least 120 Mbps is required. Taking into account overhead and margins on generated data, the selected transmitter has a data rate of 150 Mbps. Mass memory capacity dedicated to the payload data is constrained by the limited availability of ground station visibility, concentrated around a few orbits per day. Due to the constraint of the limited availability of ground station visibility, the mass memory needed on-board has been estimated to be 24 GBytes.
• Satellite and mission control center, at Fucino (IT), in charge of: mission planning and control. Merging and planning the operations and requests from the G/S context including: checking and harmonization of user requests, generating satellite tasking plan and satellite pointing and control. Orbit management includes: orbit prediction, maneuvers calculation, attitude calculation, and thruster firing prediction and those activities required to track the TM satellite beacon, to manage the satellite TM and TC.
• Payload ground segment center, at Matera (IT), in charge of mission exploitation activities. Acquiring, archiving, and processing the scientific data transmitted by the satellite and providing support to users, from requests to data delivery.
Summary and Conclusions
The ADAHELI+ project is a Small Solar and Space Weather Mission with a budget compatible with an ESA S-class mission, including launch, and a fast development cycle. The mission builds on the phase-A study financed by ASI of the former ADAHELI mission.
The main scientific goals of the ADAHELI+ mission are the study of the coupling of the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona by the magnetic field; the generation and destruction of the magnetic field itself in the solar atmosphere; and the determination of the polarization state of the x-ray emission by flares from the solar atmosphere.
To address these topics, ADAHELI+ has been designed with a novel payload, composed of: ISODY+: A spectropolarimetric imager, whose design is optimized for high cadence, long-duration, multiline polarimetry in the VIS-NIR region of the solar spectrum.
The feasibility study of ISODY+ optics has been done successfully, by exploring designs based on different concepts, and with a wide overview of the critical points and possible solutions. The tomographic and polarimetric capabilities and fast cadence of ISODY+ will give us a chance to solve the mystery of the solar superhot corona or resolve fundamental problems in solar physics, such as the origin and acceleration of the fast solar wind. XSPO: An x-ray polarimeter, which will perform sensitive polarimetry of solar flares in the 15 to 35 keV range.
So far, no relevant x-ray polarimetry measure of solar flares has been obtained by past observations and there is still a lack of precise measurements. XSPO on board ADAHELI+ would fill this gap, providing for the first time 2 more observational parameters (polarization angle and degree) to the study of Solar flares.
To allow the most complete exploit of its instrumentation, and at the same time matching the constraints of a limited budget, innovative solutions have been proposed:
• compact design for the VIS-NIR instrument with an allreflective setup;
• CSE-FPI-based imager fed by a 50-cm Gregorian telescope;
• different observation profiles for high cadence spectrometry, high resolution, and/or high sensitivity spectropolarimetry;
• GPD-based detectors for the measure of the polarization of x-rays;
• continuous and long-duration observations due to available on-board memory and choice of suitable orbit;
• possible shared launch, both with a VEGA and a PSLV launcher.
Through its set of instruments, ADAHELI+ will open a new window to the investigation and understanding of processes in the solar plasma and magnetic fields and will address key questions concerning the physics of the Sun and heliosphere.
